
 

#3 STRIKE TEAM DEPLOYMENT BAG 

DEPLOYMENT GEAR 
 
#3: STRIKE TEAM DEPLOYMENT BAG (5 DAYS) 
 

Deployments normally last between 4 to 5 days. Remember to pack according to the travel requirements 
to and from deployment and the space available for gear. If you’re deploying by air, make sure to dump 
all items that are not approved to be carried on planes and adhere to weight limits. If you are deploying 
with trucks and supporting group vehicle/s, there is opportunity to carry more gear.  

The simple rule for packing is this; only pack what you will require and will use over the five days. If 
you pre pack a deployment bag, make sure to review the gear prior to each deployment and toss out 
items you don’t need over the trip. For example; in most cases, you will not need a cold weather jacket 
while deployed to the North Coast of NSW. However, a cold weather jacket is a must if deploying to the 
Snowy Mountains where snow can fall in the middle of summer and frosts can occur on clear nights 
through summer.  
 

 PPE & PPC - gear list 1# 

 Fire Grab Bag - gear list 2# 

 Yellow pants PPC spare  
 Yellow jacket PPC spare 

 Yellow shirt / Drill shirt x3 (if you can get three) 

 T-Shirt for under yellows x2 (add more if you don’t have drills) 
 Shirt x2 (dinner shirts) 

 Jumper / warm jacket 

 Long pants x 2 (comfy and for dinner) 

 Shorts x1 

 Socks x6 

 Undies x6 

 Sunglasses 

 Toiletries (soap, deodorant and tooth brush as a minimum) 
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 Hand towel 
 Thongs 

 Shoes (wear to dinner and around the accommodation. Please 
don’t destroy the establishment’s carpet with dirty boots). 

 Sleeping gear (optional) 

Depending on where you have been told you're staying, your own pillow or 
sleeping bag may make the base camp experience some what survivable.  

 Electronic chargers (optional) 

 Prescription medication for 5 nights (optional) 

 Money ($50 optional, because Master Card is not accepted 
everywhere)  

 Rain jacket (optional) 

 Cold weather fire jacket (optional) 

 Camera (optional) 

 Swimmers (optional) 
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